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To use urban underground space more efficiently is a research hotspot of urban underground development. Compared with
conventional circular tunnels, quasirectangular tunnels have the characteristics of larger space utilization and higher economic
benefits, gradually used in urban rail engineering in recent years. But the ground disturbance induced by the quasirectangular
tunneling needs further researches. This paper derives the calculation formula of the additional stress of existing shield tunnel
below caused by the quasirectangular shield tunneling by mirror image method and Mindlin solution. The existing shield
tunnel is simplified as an elastic foundation short beam connected by tensile springs and shear springs. This paper establishes
the energy-deformation coupling equation by principle of minimum potential energy so that the disturbance induced by
quasirectangular tunneling to the existing shield tunnel below can be analyzed. The FEM is established with the actual
engineering as the background. It is by comparing the numerical simulation results and field monitoring data that the
theoretical prediction formula is verified. The research results show that the theoretical calculation results consist highly with
numerical simulation results and field monitoring data, verifying practicality of formulas in this paper. Calculation results of
shear stagger model are more accurate, which can be also used to analyze the staggered and splayed amount between segments.
As the tunnel construction proceeds, uplift deformation, segment stagger, shear force, and segment splay of existing shield
tunnel gradually increase, which are symmetrical about the central axis of new tunnel. After the shield machine passes through
the central axis of the existing shield tunnel for 20 meters, stable disturbance to the existing shield tunnel occurs. Stagger
amount and shear force between segments reach the minimum at the position with maximum uplift deformation of existing
shield tunnel and reach the maximum at inflection point of the uplift deformation curve.

1. Introduction

Two roughly parallel circular tunnels need to be built for
each line so as to meet the demand for two-way operation
of trains. The construction of two tunnels for one line does
not only occupy more underground space and increase the
construction cost, but also the necessary distance between
the two tunnels is within the scope of the subway protection
zone, which cannot be developed and utilized, resulting in
low utilization of underground space. Improving effective
utilization of underground space, Japan has successively
developed special-shaped shield technology since the
1970s, such as rectangular shield and double-circle shield.
The quasirectangular shield tunnel has advantage of high
utilization rate of tunnel section. It can accommodate the

two-way passage of trains by only one tunnel for each line,
which greatly saves the construction cost and makes full
use of the limited urban underground space, and has signif-
icant economic and social benefits [1–3]. With the further
improvement of quasirectangular shield construction
method, those tunnels would have a wide range of applica-
tion prospects. The underground space in the city is
extremely limited, and the underground lines often overlap
up and down. As a result, it is practically significant to carry
out the research on the disturbance to existing shield tunnel
below by quasirectangular shield tunneling.

Research methods for the disturbance of surrounding
lines by tunnel construction include theoretical analysis
method, numerical simulation method, and model experi-
ment method [4–6]. Wu et al. [7] use 3D discrete element
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method to study the influence of new tunnel construction on
existing shield tunnel and propose a method to reduce dis-
turbance to the existing shield tunnel; Wu et al. [8] consider
factors such as different excavation sequences for new tun-
nel, stratum loss, and gap between old and new tunnels.
Indoor centrifugal tests and 3D numerical analysis are devel-
oped to study the impact mechanism of overcrossing tunnels
on existing shield tunnel; Lai et al. [9] present a special case
study where the new tunnel was built at an incline near the
existing shield tunnel above, with a small crossing angle.
The settlement characteristics of existing shield tunnel are
studied by monitoring data and finite difference method
(FDM) numerical simulations; Deng et al. [10] propose a
ground damage model for shield tunnel construction along
these sections. Ground surface subsidence prediction for-
mula is derived using mirror image theory and Mindlin
solution; Vorster et al. [11] develop a finite element model
to study a tunnel passing vertically beneath an existing shield
tunnel; Zhang et al. [12] propose an analytical solution to
study response of existing shield tunnel induced by the exca-
vation of new tunnels. Timoshenko beams on the Kerr foun-
dation are used to simulate ground disturbances in existing
shield tunnel caused by the new shield tunneling. To sum
up, there are few researches on the construction of new tun-
nel crossing over existing shield tunnel, and most researches
study the new shield tunnels with circular cross-section.
New quasirectangular shield tunnels differ from the circular
shield tunnels in the shield front thrust, shield shell friction,
and grouting pressure distribution forms due to the complex
cross-section convergence. There is currently no specific cal-
culation model. Therefore, it is very meaningful to consider
the factors of quasirectangular shield tunnel excavation,
establish a reasonable mechanical calculation model and
prediction formula, and analyze the disturbance of quasirec-
tangular shield tunnel construction to the existing shield
tunnel below.

The main contents of this study include the following:
Firstly, the mechanical model of tunneling calculation of
the quasirectangular shield tunnel is established. Additional
stress derived by the stratum loss, the front thrust of shield,
the friction force of shield shell, and the grouting pressure at
shield tail during the tunneling process of the quasirectangu-
lar shield is calculated by using the mirror image method
and the Mindlin solution. Then, the shear stagger model
and the minimum potential energy principle are adapted
to calculate vertical deformation of existing shield tunnel
below, segment stagger, and shear force, which all changes
with the tunneling distance of the shield machine. Taking a
subway project in Ningbo as the background, this paper
establishes a numerical calculation model, compared with
the theoretical prediction results, and on-site monitoring
data and verifies rationality of theoretical model and predic-
tion formula. This study can provide theoretical guidance for
similar engineering.

2. Theoretical Computational Assumptions

The main factors that disturb the surrounding strata during
the shield tunneling include the stratum loss, the front thrust

of shield, the friction force of shield shell, and the grouting
pressure at shield tail. This paper calculates the combined
effect of the factors above to obtain deformation and
mechanical characteristics of existing shield tunnel. The fol-
lowing is assumed in the calculation:

(1) Stratum is a homogeneous linear elastic semi-infinite
body, and the effect of stratum stratification is not
considered. Transform different stratum with differ-
ent properties into homogeneous single-property
stratum by the equivalent stratum method [13]

(2) The quasirectangular shield machine drives along a
straight line, regardless of the offset of the shield
machine during the excavation

(3) Stratum consolidation and grouting slurry solidifica-
tion are not considered, while the effect of load on
stratum is considered. The frontal thrust of shield
is evenly distributed on the cutter, the frictional
resistance of shield shell is evenly distributed on sur-
face of shield shell, and grouting pressure is evenly
distributed on the surface of last 3 segments of the
shield tail

According to the existing research and assumptions
above, the calculation model of the overcrossing construc-
tion of new tunnel is established as shown in Figure 1. In
the figure, the shield cutter is located on the yoz plane, the
x-axis represents longitudinal distance from calculation
point to center point of shield machine, the y-axis repre-
sents lateral distance of that, and the z-axis represents
depth of the calculation point. Coordinates of centerline
point of the cutter are ð0, 0,HÞ, and the distance from
the existing shield tunnel to quasirectangular tunnel is h0
. p represents the front thrust of shield, f represents the
friction force of shield shell, and q represents grouting
pressure at shield tail.
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Figure 1: Diagram of construction calculation for quasirectangular
shield tunnel.
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3. Additional Stress due to Stratum Loss

3.1. The Basic Principle of Mirror Image Method. Sagaseta
[14] proposed the mirror image method, assuming that stra-
tum is an infinite body, and the stress generated in the stra-
tum by a void with a radius of a at the underground
ðx0, y0, z0Þ is composed of three parts: (1) The true action
point of application induces the normal stress σ0 and shear
stress τ0 of the infinite body. (2) The mirror action point

above the ground induces stress in the infinite body and
on the ground. (3) It is assumed that a tangential stress on
the ground which is opposite to τ0 and twice its size gener-
ates stress field at each point below the ground.

It can be calculated that the additional stress of the first
part and the second part generated by the real action point
and the mirror action point at a certain underground point
ðξ, η, εÞ can be expressed as follows:

where r1 and r2 are as follows:

r1 =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
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q
,
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q
:

ð2Þ

The third part of the additional stress generated by the
tangential stress at the surface at a certain point ðξ, η, εÞ
underground can be expressed as follows:
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where E is the elastic modulus of stratum. μ is the Poisson’s

ratio.R = ½ðξ − μÞ2 + ðη − tÞ2 + ε2�1/2.
It can be obtained by the superposition of stratum addi-

tional stress calculated above: total additional stress gener-
ated at the point ðξ, η, εÞ by the void with radius a at
ðx0, y0, z0Þ in the semi-infinite stratum body is

σi = σi1−2 + σi3: ð4Þ

The additional stress generated by the unit volume void
is

σi′=
σi

4πa3/3ð Þ , ð5Þ

where i = x, y, z.

3.2. Calculation of Additional Stress Induced by Stratum
Loss. The diameter of shield shell is larger than that of seg-
ment lining while shield tunneling. However, there is still a
gap between the segments and stratum after shield tail
comes out, which is generally filled by grouting in engineer-
ing. However, due to the time required for grouting slurry to
solidify and the volume reduction after grouting solidifies,
there is a certain amount of stratum loss within the shield
tail segments. It is assumed that the displacement mode of
the stratum during the quasirectangular shield tunneling is
nonequivalent radial movement of tunnel subsidence, as
shown in Figure 2. In calculation process, excavation surface
is simplified to consist of two semicircles on the left and
right and a rectangle in the middle. H is the depth of center-
line of quasirectangular tunnel. h is the depth of the existing
shield tunnel centerline. h0 is the distance between two tun-
nels. d is the width of long side of the rectangle in excavation
face of quasirectangular tunnel.

The volume of stratum loss can be regarded as the gap
between two tangent quasirectangular bodies inside and out-
side, and the length of the quasirectangular body is l. The
volume of stratum loss can be written as V =VR2

−VR1
.

VR2
is the volume of the outside quasirectangular body,

VR2
= lðπR2

2 + 4dR2Þ. R2 is the radius of the outer circle.
VR1

is the volume of the inside quasirectangular body, VR1

= lðπR2
1 + 4dR1Þ. R1 is the radius of the inner circle.

By integrating the additional stress generated by the unit
volume void at the existing shield tunnel axis, the vertical
additional stress generated by the stratum loss at the existing
shield tunnel axis can be obtained:

σzloss =∭
VR2−VR1

σz′dxdydz: ð6Þ

4. Additional Stress Caused by
Shield Construction

4.1. Mindlin Additional Stress Solution. In the elastic infinite
homogeneous body, the Mindlin solution [15] can be used to
calculate the additional stress generated during shield
tunneling process. The calculation diagram is shown in
Figure 3. In a homogeneous elastic infinite body ðx0, y0, z0Þ
, a horizontal force Ph and a vertical force Pv act, and the
vertical additional stress generated by the acting force at
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Figure 2: The calculation diagram of additional stress caused by
stratum loss.
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Figure 3: Mindlin solution calculation diagram.
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Figure 4: The calculation diagram of additional stress caused by
front thrust of shield.
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any point ðξ, η, εÞ in the infinite body is
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where R1 and R2 are as follows:

R1 =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ξ − x0ð Þ2 + η − y0ð Þ2 + ε − z0ð Þ2

q
,
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q
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ð9Þ

4.2. Additional Stress Caused by Frontal Thrust of Shield.
Tunnel face is shown in Figure 4, which is simplified to con-
sist of two semicircles and a rectangle in the middle. Taking
any element dA1 = r1drdθ on the two semicircles, the frontal
thrust on the element is dFp1 = prdrdθ. Taking any element
dA2 = dxdy in the rectangular part, the frontal thrust on
the element is dFp2 = pdxdz. The center coordinates of the
tunnel face are ð0, 0,HÞ. Substitute dFpi into Equation (7)
to integrate the tunnel face for vertical additional stress σ1zp
generated at axis of existing shield tunnel. Element coordi-

nates need to be transformed during the integration process:

semicircle part :

x0 = d + r cos θ the right part of the tunnel faceð Þ,
−d + r cos θ the left part of the tunnel faceð Þ,
y0 = 0,
z0 =H − r sin θ,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

rectangular part :
x0 = x,
y0 = 0,
z0 = z:

8>><
>>:

ð10Þ

The additional stress induced by the frontal thrust of
shield at the existing shield tunnel axis ðξ, η, εÞ can be
expressed as follows:

σ1zp =
ðR1

0

ðπ/2
−π/2

σ1zdrdθ +
ðR1

0

ð3π/2
π/2

σ1zdrdθ +
ðH+R1

H−R1

ðd
−d
σ1zdxdz:

ð11Þ

4.3. Additional Stress Induced by Shield Friction. While
shield tunneling, the friction force generated by contact
between the shield and the surrounding stratum will affect
the displacement of the stratum. The calculation diagram
of additional stress induced by friction of shield shell is
shown in Figure 5, where s is the horizontal distance
between the integral unit and the cutter and L is the length
of shield. Taking any unit dA1 = R1dsdθ on the two semicir-
cles, the shield friction force on the unit is dFf 1 = fR1dsdθ.
Taking any unit dA2 = dxdy in the rectangular part, the
shield friction force on the unit is dFf 2 = fdxdy. Substitute
dFfi into Equation (8) and integrate within the shield shell
range to obtain the vertical additional stress induced by
shield shell friction force σ12f at axis of existing shield tunnel.
The element coordinates need to be transformed during the

y

z
L

o x

Tunneling direction

ds

dy

R1d𝜃(-L, 0, H) (0, 0, H)

s

Friction resistance

Figure 5: The calculation diagram of additional stress induced by shield friction.
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integration process:

semicircle part :

x0 = d + R1 cos θ the right part segment of shield shellð Þ,
−d + R1 cos θ the left part segment of shield shellð Þ,
y0 = −s,
z0 =H − R1 sin θ,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

rectangular part :

x0 = x,
y0 = y,
z0 =H − R1 upper part of shield segmentð Þ,
z0 =H + R1 lower part of shield segmentð Þ:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð12Þ

The additional stress induced by shield friction at the
existing shield tunnel axis ðξ, η, εÞ can be expressed as fol-
lows:

σ1
zf =

ðL
0

ðπ/2
−π/2

σ1zdsdθ +
ðL
0

ð3π/2
π/2

σ1
zdsdθ +

ðL
0

ðd
−d
σ1zdxdy:

ð13Þ

4.4. Additional Stress Induced by Grouting Pressure at Shield
Tail. Calculation diagram of additional stress induced by
grouting pressure q at shield tail is shown in Figure 6, and
the length of the shield tail segment is a. It can be obtained
that grouting pressure at the semicircular part is distributed
radially along the cross-section, which is decomposed into
the horizontal grouting pressure qx = q cos θ and the vertical
grouting pressure qz = q sin θ. Taking any unit dA1 = R1
dsdθ at the semicircular parts of shield tail, horizontal grout-
ing pressure and vertical grouting pressure received by this
unit are dFqx = q cos θR1dsdθ and dFqz = q sin θR1dsdθ,
respectively. Taking any unit dA = dxdy at the rectangular
grouting part of shield tail, the grouting pressure of this unit
is dFq = qdxdy. Substitute dFqx into Equation (7) and dFq
and dFqz into Equation (8), and integrate within the shield
tail grouting range to obtain the vertical additional stress
generated by grouting pressure at existing shield tunnel axis.
The element coordinates need to be transformed during the

integration process:

semicircle part :

x0 = d + R1 cos θ the right part of segment at shield tailð Þ,
−d + R1 cos θ the left part of segment at shield tailð Þ,
y0 = −s,
z0 =H − R1 sin θ,

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

rectangular part :

x0 = x,
y0 = y,
z0 =H − R1 upper part of shield segmentð Þ,
z0 =H + R1 lower part of shield segmentð Þ:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð14Þ

Additional stress generated by shield tail grouting pres-
sure at the existing shield tunnel axis ðξ, η, εÞ can be
expressed as follows:

σ1zq =
ðL+a
L

ðπ/2
−π/2

σ1
zdsdθ +

ðL+a
L

ð3π/2
π/2

σ1
zdsdθ,
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L
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zdsdθ +

ðL+a
L

ð3π/2
π/2

σ2
zdsdθ +

ðL+a
L

ðd
−d
σ2zdxdy:

ð15Þ

To sum up, by superimposing additional stress generated
by the stratum loss, front thrust of shield, friction force of
shield shell, and grouting pressure at shield tail at axis of
existing shield tunnel, during the excavation process of the
quasirectangular shield, the additional stress σz at axis of
existing shield tunnel can be expressed as follows:

σz = σzloss + σ1zp + σ1zf + σ1
zq + σ2zq: ð16Þ

5. Calculation of Vertical
Deformation of Tunnel

5.1. Shear Stagger Model.Wu et al. [8] proposed a shear stag-
ger model, regarding segments as a short beam of elastic
foundation connected by tensile springs and shearing
springs. Considering rigid body rotation effect and shear

(0, 0, H)

db

LB

s

z

dy

Tunneling direction

(-L, 0, H)(-L-B, 0, H)
R1

y

o x

Grouting pressure

d𝜃

(a) 3D distribution of grouting pressure

(0, 0, H)

z

Ground surface o y

R1 d𝜃
𝜃

(b) Grouting pressure plane distribution

Figure 6: The calculation diagram of additional stress caused by grouting pressure at shield tail.
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stagger effect comprehensively, the tunnel deformation is
regarded as rigid body rotation on the basis of shear stagger,
as shown in Figure 7.

There will be both relative rotation angle and relative
stagger displacement between adjacent segments. Tunnel’s
longitudinal deformation of the tunnel is formed by combi-
nation of shear stagger and rigid body rotation between
adjacent segments. When the total relative vertical displace-
ment between adjacent segments is δ, the relative vertical
displacement caused by rigid body rotation of segments is
δ1, and the relative vertical displacement caused by stagger
of segment rings is δ2, and it can be expressed as δ = δ1 +
δ2. Let δ1 = iδ, and j is proportional coefficient of rigid body
rotation effect of the segment, which represents ratio of rel-
ative vertical displacement caused by the rigid body rotation
between adjacent segments to the total relative vertical
displacement.

5.2. Total Potential Energy of Existing Tunnel. Deformation
of existing shield tunnel is simulated by shear stagger model.
In the calculation process, it is assumed that the affected area
by new tunnel construction is 2S. Existing shield tunnel seg-
ment in 2S unit is regarded as the elastic foundation short
beam connected with shearing spring and the tensile spring.
The overcrossing new tunnel causes the deformation of
existing shield tunnel in the way of shear stagger between
segments, as shown in Figure 8.

An existing shield tunnel segment with a width of w is
selected for force analysis, and the deformation and force
conditions are shown in Figure 9.

Vertical load Fz on the segment can be expressed as

Fz = Pz xð Þ − kDSz xð Þ − kt wz m + 1ð Þωð Þ −wz mωð Þ½ �
−
1
2 kt wz mωð Þ − m − 1ð Þωð Þ½ �:

ð17Þ

In the formula, PzðxÞ is the additional load generated by
quasirectangular shield tunneling, PzðxÞ =Dσz . D is diame-
ter of existing shield tunnel. k is foundation bed coefficient,
which is calculated by reference [16–18]; k = 1:3ES

12ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ESD

4/EtIt½Dð1 − μ2Þ�p
. ES is elastic modulus of foundation

stratum, and EtIt is equivalent bending stiffness of tunnel.
kt is circumferential shear stiffness of the tunnel [19–21].
SZðxÞ is the displacement of the foundation spring, accord-
ing to the displacement coordination condition, SzðxÞ =Wz
ðxÞ, and WzðxÞ represents the horizontal displacement of
existing shield tunnel.

Total potential energy of existing shield tunnel can be
divided into three parts: (1) The additional stress acts Wp

generated by new shield tunneling at axis of existing shield
tunnel. (2) Existing shield tunnel is placed on elastic founda-
tion and overcomes elastic resistance to act Wk during the
deformation process. (3) Existing shield tunnel overcomes

Shear deformation Rotational deformation Overall deformation

Figure 7: Shear stagger model.

2 S

Tension spring
Shear spring
Foundation spring

Additional load q(x)
Existing segment

Figure 8: Calculation model of shearing stagger of existing shield tunnel.
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the shear resistance between segments to act Ws. Total
potential energy of existing shield tunnel is

Ep =WP +Wk +Ws: ð18Þ

5.3. Displacement Function of Existing Shield Tunnel. Lu
et al. [22] proposed a unified displacement function that uses
a Fourier series to represent tunnel. Unified displacement
function is expanded according to Fourier series:

Wz = 〠
∞

n=0
an cos

nπx
Nω

= Tn xð Þf g Af g, ð19Þ

where TnðxÞ = f1, cos ðπx/NωÞ, cos ð2πx/NωÞ,⋯, cos ð
nπx/NωÞ,g, A = fa0, a1, a2,⋯, ang is the undetermined coef-
ficient, and n is expansion order of Fourier series.

5.4. Variational Governing Equations. By principle of mini-
mum potential energy, taking total potential energy Ep of
existing shield tunnel to extreme value of each undetermined

coefficient, it can be obtained as

∂Ep

∂ai
= 0 i = 0, 1, 2,⋯, nð Þ, ð20Þ

where ai is an element in matrix A.
After solving Equation (20), the control equation of ver-

tical displacement of existing shield tunnel is obtained as

〠
N−1

m=−N

∂ wz½ m + 1ð Þð ωÞ −wz mωð Þ�
∂ai

Tn m + 1ð Þωð Þ − Tn mωð Þ½ �
( )

+
ðNω

−Nω

− kD ∂wz xð Þ
∂ai

Tn xð Þf gdx ⋅ Af g =
ðNω

−Nω

Pz xð Þ Tn xð Þf gTdx:

ð21Þ

In the formula, 2N is the number of segments of the
existing shield tunnel affected by the new tunnel. Express
Equation (21) in matrix form:

Kt½ � + Ks½ �ð Þ Af g = Pzf gT : ð22Þ

In the formula, ½Kt� is stiffness matrix between segments,
and ½Ks� is stratum stiffness matrix, respectively, expressed
as

Kt½ � = 〠
N−1

m=−N
kt Tn m + 1Þωðð ÞT − Tn mωð ÞT
h i

× Tn m + 1Þð ωð Þ − Tn mωð Þ½ �,

Ks½ � = kDS

2
1

⋱

1

2
66664

3
77775 :

ð23Þ

fPzgT represents interaction effect between the segments
and the free stratum displacement, which can be expressed
as

Pzf gT =
ðNω

−Nω

Pz xð Þ Tn xð Þf gTdx: ð24Þ

fAg is obtained from Equation (22), substituted into
Equation (19) to obtain vertical displacement of existing
shield tunnel affected by quasirectangular shield tunneling.
The stagger amount between adjacent segments is specifi-
cally expressed as

ΔWz =wz m + 1ð Þωð Þ −wz mωð Þ: ð25Þ

The shear force between adjacent segments is specifically
expressed as

Qz = kt × wz m + 1ð Þωð Þ −wz mωð Þ½ �: ð26Þ

The above algorithm is numerically calculated by
MATLAB programming, and existing shield tunnel segment
stiffness matrix ½Kt� and stratum stiffness matrix ½Ks� can be

Table 1: The geometric dimensions of quasirectangular shield
tunnel.

Small circle
radius R1 (m)

Great circle
radius R3 (m)

Long side of
rectangle b

(m)

Offset
S (m)

φ
(°)

δ
(°)

ψ
(°)

3.37 15.61 2.55 11.97 78 24 12

𝜃2

𝛿2
𝛿1

𝜃1

Additional load

Inter-ring shear force

Inter-ring tension

Fomation resistance

Figure 9: The stress of single segment.

𝛿

𝜑

𝛷R 1

R
1

R 3b b

S

2R1

Figure 10: Cross-section of quasirectangular shield tunnel and
equivalent interface.
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taken as 10th order to meet requirements of engineering
accuracy.

6. Numerical Simulation Model

6.1. Engineering Background. Ningbo Railway Line 3 is the
first test section in China that uses a quasirectangular shield
tunnel, whose section in this route used in the calculation is
as shown in Figure 10. The size parameters of new shield
tunnel are shown in Table 1.

The shape of the quasirectangular section is actually
complex. In order to simplify the calculation, this paper sim-
plifies its section into a rectangle and two semicircles with-
out changing its basic geometric dimensions of the length,
width, and height, as shown in Figure 11. In the figure, the
radius of excavation face R1 = 3:37m, the long side of the
rectangle d = 3:5m, the depth of the tunnel center h =
13:07m, and the stratum loss gap parameter g = 42mm. It
is analyzed that simplified calculation model has little error
with actual size, satisfying demand for engineering accuracy.

6.2. Modelling and Materials. According to simplified qua-
sirectangular tunnel face, FEM is established, shown in
Figure 11. Distance from buried depth of existing shield tun-
nel to the central axis of new shield tunnel is h0 = 8:1m. Bur-
ied depth H of new shield tunnel is 8m. Reducing influence
of boundary conditions on model calculation, distance from
the model boundary to the new quasirectangular tunnel
needs to be greater than three times the tunnel diameter to
simulate the excavation of shield, so that model size is taken
as 80 × 100 × 50:5m. The material types in this model
mainly include stratum, existing shield tunnel, new tunnel
segments, shield cutter, and shield shells. The Mohr-
Coulomb constitutive model is used for stratum, and linear
elastic constitutive model is used for the rest of the materials.
According to the on-site survey data and the equivalent stra-

tum method, physical and mechanical parameters of stratum
around tunnel are shown in Table 2.

Other material parameters obtained from the design and
construction report are shown in Table 3.

6.3. Model Boundaries and Calculation Steps. Before the cal-
culation, it is necessary to impose boundary conditions on
model: displacement of bottom surface is fixed, upper sur-
face is free with deformation, and the normal deformation
of the other four horizontal surfaces is constrained. The
model calculation follows the following steps:

Step 1: remove stratum of existing shield tunnel in lower
part, assign elastic material to tunnel segment, and calculate
displacement and stress after shield tunneling

Step 2: set displacement field in step 1 to zero and keep
the stress field. The new tunnel starts to be excavated at a
distance of 50m (y = 50m) from existing shield tunnel axis,
and total excavation distance is 100m (y = −50m). When
new tunnel is excavated for 50m (y = 0m), the axes of the
two tunnels are orthogonal. Gradually remove the stratum
in shield shell of new quasirectangular tunnel, assign mate-
rial parameters corresponding to the shield cutter, shield
shell, and segment, and assign the shield tail gap to the Null
element. According to the actual situation on site, the addi-
tional shield thrust is 20 kPa, the average value of shield fric-
tion is 18 kPa, and the grouting pressure is 25 kPa.
Excavation is carried out step by step and the corresponding
loads are applied, and disturbance of existing shield tunnel
below is calculated

6.4. Analysis of Calculation Results

6.4.1. Ground Surface Deformation Analysis. Figure 12 is the
cloud map of ground surface subsidence when it is excavated
to 75m. Ground surface subsidence cloud map is symmetri-
cally distributed, and the maximum subsidence position is
located above new tunnel, and the maximum subsidence is
37.1 cm. The effect of the stratum pressure above causes
the deformation of quasirectangular tunnel, and deforma-
tion of segment spreads to the periphery, causing the stra-
tum to settle. Due to unloading of the excavated stratum,
uplift deformation occurs under the new rectangular tunnel,
and the maximum uplift deformation is 51.8mm. The
ground surface settlement curves of excavation section
(x = 0m), the section 15m behind excavation face

80 m 150 m

50.5 m

x
y

z

(a) Overall model

7.0 m

7.7 m

8.1 m

6.2 m

Existing segment

Formation loss
or grouting grout

Existing segment

Existing segment

(b) Rectangular-like tunnels and existing shield tunnel

Figure 11: Numerical computation model.

Table 2: Physical and mechanical parameters of stratum.

Bulk
density γ
(kN·m-3)

Cohesion
force c
(kPa)

Internal
friction

angle ϕ (°)

Compression
modulus Es

(MPa)

Poisson’s
ratio μ

18 10.5 14.45 7.46 0.32
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(x = −15m), and the section 15m in front of excavation face
(x = 15m) are shown in Figure 13.

The following can be obtained from Figure 13:

(1) Ground surface subsidence is distributed symmetri-
cally about new tunnel’s central axis, in which the
maximum subsidence position of cross-section
occurs. Error values of results by numerical simula-
tion, theoretical calculation, and field monitoring
are small, which verifies their correctness. The max-
imum ground surface settlement is about 15mm,
which meets construction control standard (the
maximum settlement is less than 30mm)

(2) At a section of 15m in front of excavation face
(x = 15m), the surface is slightly uplifted and
deformed, which is induced by frontal thrust of
shield machine. The ground surface behind excava-
tion face has subsidence deformation, and the maxi-
mum settlement position is about 4 times the length
of shield shell from cutter. Stratum loss is the main
cause of ground subsidence, followed by shield fric-
tion resistance, while additional frontal thrust and
additional grouting pressure have little effect on
ground subsidence

6.4.2. Ground Surface Deformation Analysis. Figure 14
shows deformation of existing shield tunnel below when
quasirectangular shield tunneling. The following can be
obtained:

(1) Error between numerical simulation calculation
results and theoretical calculation results is small,
which verifies that it is feasible to use the shear stag-
ger model to simulate existing shield tunnel. How-
ever, theoretical calculation results show that
disturbance range of new quasirectangular tunnel
on existing shield tunnel is wider, because the stra-
tum is considered as a semi-infinite elastic space
body in the theoretical calculation, and the transfer
consumption of the additional load caused by the
plastic properties of the stratum is ignored, so that
the calculated disturbance range is wider. Theoretical
calculation method is effective to predict deforma-
tion of new tunnel within twice the diameter of exist-
ing shield tunnel near central axis

(2) When new tunnel face is located behind existing
shield tunnel, the existing shield tunnel will deform
downward by the additional frontal thrust. When
new tunnel passes through existing shield tunnel,
deformation of existing shield tunnel changes from
downward deformation to uplift deformation. Since
the spatial orthogonal relationship between those
two tunnels is applied, deformation of existing shield
tunnel is distributed symmetrically

To simply analyze deformation of existing shield tunnel
under external disturbances, many scholars regard existing
shield tunnel as elastic foundation beams to reduce the
amount of calculation [23–26]. According to the method in
the article, this paper compares the calculation method of
elastic foundation beam and calculation method of shear
stagger model. This paper compares lateral deformation of
existing shield tunnel caused by new tunnel excavation
directly above existing shield tunnel and its maximum defor-
mation during quasirectangular shield tunneling, as shown
in Figure 15.

(1) From Figure 15(a), the deformation trend of existing
shield tunnel is consistent: When new tunnel is exca-
vated right above existing shield tunnel, the existing
shield tunnel is uplifted deformed, and the deforma-
tion curve is in the shape of an inverted “V.” The
maximum bulge of the arched curve is at x = 0m,
right above the axis of new tunnel. Results calculated
by shear stagger model hold the best fit with results
of numerical simulation. Deformation calculation

Table 3: Physical and mechanical parameters of existing shield tunnel.

Material
Elastic modulus

E (MPa)
Intersegment shear stiffness

kt (kN·m-1)
Poisson’s
ratio μ

Bulk density γ
(kN·m-3)

Outer
diameter (m)

Thickness
(m)

Segment
width (m)

Existing shield
tunnel

37600 400000 0.25 24 6.2 0.35 1

New tunnel
segments

37600 — 0.25 24 — 0.35 1.5

Shield cutter 205000 — 0.22 29 — 0.5 —

Shield shell 140000 — 0.22 29 — 7 —

Zone Z displacement
5.1834E-02
5.0000E-02
4.5000E-02
4.0000E-02
3.5000E-02
3.0000E-02
2.5000E-02
2.0000E-02
1.5000E-02
1.0000E-02
5.0000E-03
0.0000E+00
–5.0000E-03
–1.0000E-02
–1.5000E-02
–2.0000E-02
–2.5000E-02
–3.0000E-02
–3.5000E-02
–3.7145E-02

Figure 12: Ground surface subsidence cloud map.
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results of the existing shield tunnel have small errors,
and the width of the uplift arch is similar. It is
proved that it is reliable to use the shear stagger
model to calculate deformation of existing shield
tunnel due to construction disturbance. In contrast,
the calculation results and numerical simulation
results by continuous elastic beams have poor fit,
because the shear discontinuity of the existing shield

tunnel is not considered when using continuous elas-
tic beams method, so that the results are too large,
and the width of the uplift arch increases

(2) From Figure 15(b), deformation at the longitudinal
center point of existing shield tunnel is consistent with
shield tunneling: With excavation of the quasirectangu-
lar tunnel, deformation at longitudinal center of exist-
ing shield tunnel increases smoothly. When
excavation distance reaches 35m (x = 15m), the defor-
mation of existing shield tunnel begins to increase
sharply. When tunnel excavation distance is 70m
(x = −22:5m), the stable deformation occurs. Since
tunnel face is far away from the existing shield tunnel
when new tunnel starts to be excavated, the deforma-
tion of existing shield tunnel under construction distur-
bance is small, and the three calculation results are
similar. However, as the tunnel face approaches the
existing shield tunnel, results obtained by the Winkler
foundation beam calculation become larger and are
quite different from the other two calculation results.
The calculation results of the shear stagger model are
similar to the numerical simulation results. Results of
Winkler foundation beammodel show that disturbance
effect on existing shield tunnel increases when new tun-
nel is excavated to the range of x = −22:5 ~ 22:5m

6.4.3. Analysis of Segment Stagger Amount of Existing Shield
Tunnel. The segment stagger amount of shield tunnels and
the rotation angle between segments are related to safety of
tunnel and waterproof system. The greater the amount of
stagger and splay between segments is, the greater the prob-
ability of water leakage in tunnel increases. Therefore,
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estimating misalignment of tunnels is necessary. Using the
shear stagger model, the stagger amount of the existing
shield tunnel segments, rotation angle between segments,
and shear force can be calculated at the same time.
Figure 16 is a variation curve of segment stagger of existing
shield tunnel with distance from the axis of new tunnel. As
new tunnel is excavated, the amount of segment stagger

increases gradually. When the tunnel excavation distance is
70m (x = −22:5m), the segment stagger reaches constant
value. The maximum stagger occurs at inflection point of
the uplift deformation curve of existing shield tunnel, and
the maximum value is 0.55mm. The minimum stagger is
at position with the maximum uplift deformation of existing
shield tunnel, and the value is 0mm, where basically no seg-
ment stagger. The amount of segment stagger has an impor-
tant impact on structural stability and impermeability of
existing shield tunnel. Excessive segment stagger may cause
segment cracking, joint leakage, etc. Calculating the segment
stagger can provide guidance for monitoring and measure-
ment in similar projects.

6.4.4. Analysis of Shear Force between Segments of Existing
Tunnel. New tunnel construction will cause stagger defor-
mation between segments of existing shield tunnel, and the
bolts between segments will bear a large shear force between
the segments in order to resist the deformation. Structural
failure occurs when the shear force exceeds shear strength
limit of the bolt, so it is particularly important to calculate
the shear force between segments. Figure 17 shows variation
curve of the shear force between segments calculated by
shear stagger model. From Figure 17, the shear force
between existing shield tunnel segments is symmetrically
distributed at the longitudinal center point of existing shield
tunnel. When segments of existing shield tunnel approach
the axis of new tunnel, the shear force first increases and
then decreases. Shear force reaches maximum value at
inflection point of existing shield tunnel deformation curve
and reaches the minimum value at position with existing
shield tunnel’s maximum uplift deformation. As excavation
distance of new tunnel increases, the shear force between
the segments of the existing shield tunnel increases
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gradually. When excavation distance reaches 70m
(x = −22:5m), the shear force between segments reaches
constant value. According to design of the existing shield
tunnel, 17 carbon steel anchor bolts with a diameter of
20mm are used to connect segments, and the allowable
shear strength is 178MPa. It can be obtained from the figure
that the maximum shear force is about 230N, and the max-
imum shear stress of the bolt is calculated to be 61MPa,
which is far lower than the allowable bearing shear strength.
Therefore, tunnel construction will not cause the bolt failure
of existing shield tunnel.

6.4.5. Analysis of Rotation Angle between Segments of
Existing Shield Tunnel. As shown in Figure 18, the segment
near the maximum longitudinal settlement of tunnel does
not have rotational transformation as rigid body. However,
at the inflection point of tunnel’s horizontal displacement,
the segment rotation angle reaches the maximum, and the
maximum rotation angle is 0.0071°. The variation trend of
segment stagger and segment rotation angle and shear
force between segments is the same.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, the mirror image method and the Mindlin
solution are used to calculate additional stress at axis of
existing shield tunnel under the influence of stratum loss,
shield front thrust, shield friction, and grouting pressure.
Based on shear stagger model, the minimum potential
energy principle is used to obtain the variation curves of
existing shield tunnel deformation, the segment stagger
amount, the shear force between segments, and the segment
splay amount with the new tunnel excavation. The analytical
prediction results are verified by an FEM and on-site moni-
toring data. The results show the following:

(1) Errors among the on-site monitoring data, the
FEM calculation results, and the analytical calcula-
tion results are small, which verifies practicality of
FEM and analytical calculation formula. Maximum
subsidence of ground surface, maximum deforma-
tion of existing shield tunnel, maximum shear stag-
ger, maximum splay, and maximum shear force,
respectively, all meet construction control
requirements

(2) Lateral settlement of the ground is symmetrically
distributed, causing slight uplift deformation in front
of excavation face and subsidence behind excavation
face. Distance from excavation face to the maximum
settlement position is about 4 times the length of
shield shell. Stratum loss is the main cause of ground
subsidence, followed by shield friction resistance,
while the frontal thrust and grouting pressure have
little effect on ground subsidence

(3) Error between the maximum deformation of existing
shield tunnel calculated by the Winkler foundation
beam method and the numerical calculation result is
68%, while the error of the calculation result using
the shear stagger model is 18%, indicating that the
shear stagger model is more accurate and reliable.
Moreover, the shear stagger model can also analyze
the variation of the segment stagger amount, the shear
force between the segments, and the segment splay

(4) Existing shield tunnel deformation, segment stag-
ger, shear force between the segments, and seg-
ment splay gradually increase with new tunnel
excavation and tend to be stable after shield
machine passes through existing shield tunnel for
22.5m. The amount of segment stagger, shear force
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between the segments, and segment splay reaches
the maximum value at the inflection point of
deformation curve and reaches the minimum value
at position with the maximum uplift deformation
of existing shield tunnel, whose change trends are
the same

(5) In the process of theoretical calculation, the stratum
is regarded as homogeneous stratum, but the actual
stratum is layered. Horizontal displacement of exist-
ing shield tunnel is not analyzed in this paper. Inho-
mogeneous distribution of the front thrust of shield,
friction force of shield shell, and grouting force of
shield tail is not considered during tunnel construc-
tion, which need further researches in the future
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